3D-printed optical probes for wafer-level testing of photonic integrated circuits
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Abstract: Wafer-level probing of photonic integrated circuits is key to reliable process control and efficient performance assessment in advanced production workflows. In recent years, optical probing of surface-coupled devices such as vertical-cavity lasers, top-illuminated photodiodes, or silicon photonic circuits with surface-emitting grating couplers has seen great progress. In contrast to that, wafer-level probing of edge-emitting devices with hard-to-access vertical facets at the sidewalls of deep-etched dicing trenches still represents a major challenge. In this paper, we address this challenge by introducing a novel concept of optical probes based on 3D-printed freeform coupling elements that fit into deep-etched dicing trenches on the wafer surface. Exploiting the design freedom and the precision of two-photon laser lithography, the coupling elements can be adapted to a wide variety of mode-field sizes. We experimentally demonstrate the viability of the approach by coupling light to edge-emitting waveguides on different integration platforms such as silicon photonics (SiP), silicon nitride (TriPleX), and indium phosphide (InP). Achieving losses down to 1.9 dB per coupling interface, we believe that 3D-printed coupling elements represent a key step towards highly reproducible wafer-level testing of edge-coupled photonic integrated circuits.
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1. Introduction

Mass production of photonic integrated circuits (PIC) requires high-throughput wafer-level testing for characterization of device performance early in the fabrication process and prior to entering costly and complex manufacturing steps such as chip separation, anti-reflection coating, and packaging. To this end, light must be efficiently coupled with high reproducibility between in-plane waveguides and single-mode fibers (SMF) oriented in an out-of-plane direction. Presently, optical wafer-level probing of PIC predominantly relies on surface coupling through grating structures [1,2]. However, while grating couplers (GC) have been widely used for silicon-on-insulator (SOI) [2] or silicon nitride (Si3N4) [3,4] waveguides, they are not commonly
available on other platforms such as indium phosphide (InP) or low-index-contrast planar lightwave circuits (PLC). In addition, present PIC designs increasingly rely on edge-coupling (EC), also in the case of silicon photonics [5,6], which offers large transmission bandwidth and permits essentially planar package architectures. The associated waveguide facets are often prepared by deep-etched dicing trenches on the wafer surface and can hence not be accessed with plain SMF. To overcome this problem, PLC-based optical probes with polished 45°-end faces were proposed to couple light from an out-of-plane SMF array to an array of in-plane Si₃N₄ waveguides [7]. However, this approach is limited to rather large mode-field diameters (MFD) of, e. g., 10 µm and leads to comparatively high insertion losses of, e.g., 5.7 dB per coupling interface [7]. Transferring this concept to testing of high index-contrast waveguides with smaller MFD is challenging since the PLC-based probe emits a divergent beam with a diameter larger than 10 µm. Instead of probes on the SMF side, an alternative approach uses redirecting mirrors at the chip side [8]. In this concept, light from a high-index-contrast on-chip waveguide is redirected to a surface-normal direction by means of a metal-coated curved polymer micro-mirror that is fabricated inside the deep-etched dicing trench using gray-tone lithography and e-beam evaporation [8]. With this concept, coupling losses of 3.2 dB have been demonstrated between a high-NA SMF and a tapered silicon photonic (SiP) waveguide. However, the fabrication of the associated metal-coated micromirrors is complicated, costly, and subject to unavoidable structural variations that lead to uncertainties of the optical coupling efficiency and hence obscure the performance of the circuit under test.

In this paper we demonstrate a technically simple and universally applicable approach for low-loss high-throughput optical wafer-level probing of edge-coupled photonic integrated circuits. Our concept relies on 3D-printed freeform micro-optical elements [9] that can be fabricated with high precision on the end faces of standard SMF and that are designed to efficiently couple light to and from waveguide facets at the sidewalls of deep-etched dicing trenches [10]. Each coupling element comprises a total-internal reflection (TIR) mirror for redirecting the light from an out-of-plane to an in-plane direction, and a freeform aspheric lens that allows to match the mode field to the respective waveguide type. Exploiting the vast design freedom of 3D-printed freeform optical elements, we design short-focal-distance lenses, which can be used also in narrow trenches. We experimentally demonstrate the viability of our concept by probing Si₃N₄ waveguides (Lionix TriPleX, MFD $D_{WG,\text{TriPleX}} = 10$ µm), InP-based buried-heterostructure distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers (MFD $D_{WG,\text{DFB}} = 3$ µm), and SiP circuits (MFD $D_{WG,\text{SiP}} = 2.5$ µm). We achieve coupling losses down to 2.7 dB (TriPleX), 1.9 dB (InP), and 1.9 dB (SiP), respectively. For the silicon photonic chip, we also investigate the reproducibility of the coupling loss for 18 different combinations of waveguide facets and coupling elements, finding a mean value of 2.23 dB and standard deviation of 0.14 dB.

2. Concept

The concept of wafer-level probing with 3D-printed optical coupling elements is illustrated in Fig. 1. The freeform coupling elements are directly printed on the facets of standard SMF arrays, see Fig. 1(a). A planar total-internal reflection (TIR) mirror redirects the beam from an out-of-plane to an in-plane direction, and a freeform aspheric lens is used to match the beam waist diameter at the facet of the on-chip waveguide to the respective mode-field size, Fig. 1(b). The freeform optical coupling elements are designed to transform a beam diameter $D_{SMF}$ at the SMF facet (point $S_1$) into a diameter $D_{WG}$ at the waveguide facet (point $S_3$), while fitting into standard dicing trenches of width $w \geq 50$ µm and depth $d \geq 20$ µm. The points $S_2$ and $S_3$ denote the intersection point of the beam axis with the TIR mirror and the apex of the aspheric lens, respectively. For efficient coupling, the optical axis ($S_2S_3$) of the aspheric lens is brought in line with the on-chip waveguide. To prevent mechanical damage while aligning the probe, the distance $H = |S_1S_2|$ is chosen sufficiently large, typically in the range (50...130) µm, see
Fig. 1(b). Note that the divergent beam emitted from the SMF facet propagates freely through the bulk of the 3D-printed coupling element until it reaches the TIR mirror, such that the exact outer shape of the structure along the line $S_1S_2$ does not play any role for the optical performance. In our experiments, we tried out different geometries featuring, e.g., an increasing diameter towards the facet of the SMF, Fig. 1(c) and (d), or consisting of more slender structures with constant diameter, Fig. 1(e), which allows to reduce the writing time without any impact on the optical behavior.

For optimizing the refractive surface of the lens, we represent the rotationally symmetric freeform surface by its axial position $y$ as a function of the radial distance $r$ to the optical axis, which we express by an even polynomial with parameters $a_{2i}$, $i=1,...,4$,

$$y(r) = \sum_{i=0}^{4} a_{2i}r^{2i}, \quad (1)$$

where the radial offset from the optical axis is given by

$$r = \sqrt{x^2 + z^2}. \quad (2)$$

The coordinates $x$, $y$, and $z$ used in Eqs. (1) and (2) are defined with respect to a coordinate system having its origin at the intersection point $S_2$ of the beam axis and the TIR mirror, see inset of Fig. 1(b). The directions of the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axis are defined by the coordinate system in the lower left-hand corner of Fig. 1(b). The polynomial parameter $a_0 = |S_2S_3|$ hence defines the position of the lens apex along the optical path, whereas the shape of the refracting surface is determined by the parameters $a_2$, $a_4$, $a_6$, and $a_8$.

For numerical optimization of the lens parameters, we assume a rotationally symmetric Gaussian beam profile having its waist on the SMF end face, where the $1/e^2$ diameter of the intensity distribution amounts to $D_{SMF} = 10.4 \mu m$ [11]. For simplicity, the target field at the chip facet is also approximated by a rotationally symmetric Gaussian with a flat phase front, for which the diameter $D_{WG}$ is adapted to the MFD of the on-chip waveguide. Note that this approach can be extended to, e.g., elliptical mode-field shapes by expanding Eqs. (1) and (2) to non-rotationally-symmetric lens surfaces. For optimizing the lens surface, we fix the propagation length $L = H + a_0$ of the Gaussian beam within the bulk of the coupling element and numerically optimize the parameters $a_{2i}$, $i=1..4$, for best coupling efficiency under the constraint that a minimum value of $20 \mu m$ is maintained for the working distance $f$ to the chip facet, thereby reducing the risk of mechanical damage during alignment of the probe. Note that for a given mode-field diameter of the on-chip waveguide, the requirement of a prescribed minimum working distance $f$ can only be fulfilled if the propagation length $L$ of the weakly diverging Gaussian beam within the bulk of the coupling element is chosen sufficiently large. If $L$ is chosen too small, then the beam diameter in the plane of the aspheric lens is too small, leading to a working distance $f$ below the minimum prescribed value.

If the targeted MFD at the etched waveguide facet exceeds $5 \mu m$, we can use a commercial design program (Physical Optics Propagation module of OpticStudio, Zemax [12]) for the lens optimization. For smaller MFD, we exploit a home-made implementation of a wave-propagation algorithm (WPA) that is based on the technique described in [13] and that produces reliable results also for strongly diverging or converging beams. For each optical integration platform, we design a dedicated probe that is geared towards the MFD of the respective on-chip waveguides. Using Gaussian start and target fields, we achieve theoretical coupling efficiencies of 96% (TriPleX, $D_{WG,TriPleX} = 10 \mu m$), 94% (InP, $D_{WG,InP} = 3 \mu m$) and 89% (SiP, $D_{WG,SiP} = 2.5 \mu m$) according to the WPA method, not taking into account Fresnel reflection. Figure 1(c)-(e) shows scanning-electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated coupling elements for the TriPleX, the InP, and the SiP platform. Note that even the theoretical coupling efficiencies do not reach
Fig. 1. Concept of wafer-level optical probing with 3D-printed coupling elements. (a) Schematic view of 3D-freeform coupling elements (green) printed to the end-face of a single-mode fiber (SMF) array. The SMF array consists of a glass block with V-grooves that hold the fibers and of a thin glass lid. The 3D-printed freeform elements allow for efficient coupling of light between the out-of-plane fibers and in-plane waveguides on the photonic chip. Alignment markers (green) are printed onto the front edge of the lid to facilitate vision-based alignment of the probe with respect to on-chip waveguides, see Fig. 2. (b) Close-up view of the optical probe with 3D-printed coupling elements (green) that are inserted into a deep-etched dicing trench (width $w$, depth $d$). For illustration, the thin lid as seen in Fig. 1(a) is omitted, and the probe is cut open along the optical axis of the first fiber. Light emitted from the SMF first propagates freely as a Gaussian beam (red) with waist diameter $D_{\text{SMF}}$ in the bulk of each coupling element. A total-internal-reflection (TIR) mirror redirects the beam, which is then focused by a freeform aspheric lens to a beam waist diameter $D_{\text{WG}}$ that is adapted to the mode-field size of the integrated optical on-chip waveguide at the etched facet. For efficient coupling, the optical axis $S_2S_3$ of the aspheric lens is brought in line with the on-chip waveguide. The inset shows a zoom-in of the cut-open coupling element with working distance $f$, distance $a_0$ from the TIR mirror, and distance $H$ between the SMF end-face and the optical axis $S_2S_3$ of the aspheric lens. (c)–(d) Scanning-electron microscope (SEM) images of a single coupling element designed for coupling to (c) TriPleX, (d) InP and (e) SiP waveguides with different distances $H$. Note that the scale of (c) is different from the scales in (d) and (e).
For coarse positioning in a top-view camera of a wafer prober (viewing direction illustrated by red lines), the markers are aligned with the waveguides on the chip and with the sidewall of the dicing trench that contains the waveguide facets. The coupling efficiency is then optimized by active alignment techniques.

100%. We attribute this to the fact that our system comprises only one freeform surface that is optimized – a single-surface design would be sufficient for Gaussian beams that propagate within the validity range of the paraxial approximation but does not allow to match the amplitude and phase distribution of strongly diverging beams with small spot sizes and non-Gaussian intensity distributions. In the case of the SiP facet, the half-angle of the $1/e^2$ intensity distribution amounts to $22^\circ$, which is clearly beyond the $11^\circ$ limit that is often used to define the validity range of the paraxial approximation [14]. We expect that more complex probe designs with more than one shape-optimized optical surface in combination with more accurate modeling tools and with a more accurate representation of the non-Gaussian waveguide mode field at the facet will allow to further increase the theoretical as well as the experimentally demonstrated efficiencies of our 3D-printed coupling elements.

For testing of integrated waveguide arrays, 3D-printed optical probes can be realized on fiber arrays (FA) with highly accurate pitches of, e.g., 127 $\mu$m or 250 $\mu$m, see Fig. 2. Probes with smaller pitches of, e.g., 80 $\mu$m or 35 $\mu$m are also possible by using arrays of thinned SMF [15] or multicore fibers [16] with cores arranged along a line on the fiber end face. 3D-printed alignment markers at the front edge of the FA, see Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2, can be used as a reference to facilitate vision-based coarse alignment of the coupling elements with respect to on-chip structures in wafer probers with top-view cameras. After coarse alignment in the $(x,y)$-plane, the probe is lowered along $z$ to introduce the coupling elements into the trench, and active alignment techniques are used for refining the optimum coupling position.

To estimate the influence of the alignment precision on the optical coupling efficiency, we simulate the excess coupling loss $10\log_{10}(\eta_m/\eta(r,y))$ as a function of the radial offset $r = \sqrt{x^2 + z^2}$ and of the longitudinal offset $y$ from the optimum position with maximum coupling efficiency $\eta_m = \eta(0,0)$. We assume a target waveguide with a Gaussian MFD of $D_{WG,SiP} = 2.5 \mu$m, corresponding to a small silicon photonic (SiP) waveguide, or, alternatively, a waveguide with a Gaussian MFD $D_{WG,TriPleX} = 10 \mu$m representing a large TriPleX waveguide. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding working distances, see inset in Fig. 1(b), are $f_{SiP} = 25 \mu$m and $f_{TriPleX} = 40 \mu$m. The simulated maximum coupling efficiencies amount to $\eta_{m,SiP} = 0.89$ (0.50 dB
Fig. 3. Analysis of alignment tolerances. The images show the color-coded simulated excess coupling loss $10\log_{10}(\eta_m/\eta(r, y))$ as calculated from the power coupling efficiency $\eta(r, y)$ as a function of radial offset $r$ and longitudinal offset $y$ from the optimum coupling position, for which the maximum coupling efficiency $\eta_m$ is achieved. The input Gaussian mode field diameter at the end face of the probe fiber is $D_{\text{SMF}} = 10.4 \, \mu\text{m}$. (a) Coupling to a small silicon photonic (SiP) on-chip waveguide with a mode-field diameter of $D_{\text{WG, SiP}} = 2.5 \, \mu\text{m}$ at the facet. The maximum coupling efficiency is $\eta_{m, \text{SiP}} = 0.89$ (0.5 dB loss). The radial 1 dB (3 dB) alignment tolerance amounts to $\pm 0.6 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($\pm 1 \, \mu\text{m}$), and the longitudinal 1 dB (3 dB) tolerance amounts to $-3 \, \mu\text{m} / +4 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($-5 \, \mu\text{m} / +7 \, \mu\text{m}$). (b) Coupling to a TriPleX on-chip waveguide with a mode-field diameter of $D_{\text{WG, TriPleX}} = 10 \, \mu\text{m}$. The maximum coupling efficiency is $\eta_{m, \text{TriPleX}} = 0.97$ (0.13 dB loss). The radial 1 dB (3 dB) alignment tolerance amounts to $\pm 2.2 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($\pm 4.0 \, \mu\text{m}$), and the longitudinal 1 dB offset tolerance is $-28 \, \mu\text{m} / +25 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($-46 \, \mu\text{m} / +52 \, \mu\text{m}$).

For the target MFD $D_{\text{WG, SiP}} = 2.5 \, \mu\text{m}$ of the SiP waveguide, the tolerable radial offset for a 1 dB (3 dB) excess loss amounts to $0.6 \, \mu\text{m}$ (1 \, \mu\text{m}), while the corresponding longitudinal offset tolerance is $-3 \, \mu\text{m} / +4 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($-5 \, \mu\text{m} / +7 \, \mu\text{m}$). For the target MFD $D_{\text{WG, TriPleX}} = 10 \, \mu\text{m}$ of the TriPleX waveguide, the radial offset tolerance for a 1 dB (3 dB) excess loss is $2.2 \, \mu\text{m}$ (4 \, \mu\text{m}), while the longitudinal offset tolerance is $-28 \, \mu\text{m} / +25 \, \mu\text{m}$ ($-46 \, \mu\text{m} / +52 \, \mu\text{m}$). The required precision for active alignment complies well with the typical positioning step size of 100 nm that is specified for commercially available optical probing systems [17,18]. Note that, for probing of integrated waveguide arrays, not only the positioning accuracy of the alignment stage, but also the pitch accuracy of the optical probes and the fabrication tolerances of the 3D-printed elements may contribute to excess coupling loss. Since the coupling elements are precisely aligned to the respective fiber cores during the fabrication process, their pitch accuracy is mainly dictated by that of the underlying fiber array, which shows typical variations of $\pm 0.3 \, \mu\text{m}$ [19]. This effect is discussed in more detail in Section 4.

3. Fabrication

The coupling elements are printed on the facets of standard SMF arrays using a customized two-photon lithography system (Nanoscribe Photonic Professional GT, 40× objective with NA = 1.4), which was complemented by a proprietary control software. The 3D structure is built up by writing consecutive lines on different layers into a negative-tone photoresist. In our experiments, both the writing distance between lines (hatching) and the spacing of layers (slicing) are set to 100 nm for generating smooth reflective and refractive surfaces of TIR mirrors and lenses. The core of each SMF is automatically detected, and the coupling element and its associated alignment marker are written in a single write field for avoiding stitching errors. Similar processes have previously been used for fabrication of 3D freeform waveguides for
chip-chip connections, so called photonic wire bonds [20,21], or for 3D printing of optically actuated scanning-probe microscopy (SPM) engines [22].

Figure 1(c), (d), and (e) shows SEM images of optical coupling elements designed for SiP, InP, and TriPleX waveguides. For the coupling element designed for SiP waveguides, the beam needs to be focused to a fairly small MFD \(D_{WG, SiP} = 2.5 \mu m\). This requires a high numerical aperture (NA), which, in combination with the working distance of \(f_{SiP} = 25 \mu m\), leads to a rather large beam diameter of 23 \(\mu m\) in a cross-sectional plane at the lens apex \(S_3\). For a given waist diameter \(D_{SMF}\) at the SMF surface, the beam diameter at the lens dictates the propagation distance of the beam within the bulk of the coupling element, which amounts to \(L_{SiP} = H_{SiP} + a_{0, SiP} = 164 \mu m\) for the SiP design. For coupling elements designed for the TriPleX waveguides, the targeted MFD of \(D_{WG, TriPleX} = 10 \mu m\) is larger, and the propagation distance in the coupling element can thus be reduced to \(L_{TriPleX} = H_{TriPleX} + a_{0, TriPleX} = 90 \mu m\). While a larger MFD \(D_{WG}\) at the facet of the on-chip waveguide can reduce the required total length \(L\) of the coupling element for a given value of \(D_{SMF}\), another possible solution is to reduce the working distance \(f\) to achieve smaller beam diameters on the lens surface. For coupling to the small MFD \(D_{WG, InP} = 3 \mu m\) of an InP waveguide, a working distance of \(f_{InP} = 20 \mu m\) is chosen, which reduces the geometrical propagation distance in the coupling element to \(L_{InP} = H_{InP} + a_{0, InP} = 95 \mu m\). The diameter of the coupling elements is chosen to provide sufficient room for the divergent beam that is emitted from the SMF and that freely propagates through the bulk of the 3D-printed coupling element.

4. Experimental verification

To demonstrate the viability of our concept, we perform coupling experiments to integrated edge-emitting waveguides realized on three different platforms, namely Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) waveguides (Lionix TriPleX) with a targeted MFD of \(D_{WG, TriPleX} = 10 \mu m\) at the facet, InP-based DFB lasers (\(D_{WG, InP} = 3 \mu m\)), and SiP circuits (\(D_{WG, SiP} = 2.5 \mu m\)). Due to the lack of full wafers, we performed these measurements on diced chips that were equipped with facets in deep-etched trenches. However, due to the compactness of the probes, this should not represent a fundamental difference to on-chip probing. For alignment of the coupling elements with respect to the waveguide facets, we use a pair of six-axes positioning stages and manually optimize for best coupling efficiency.

For coupling to TriPleX [23] waveguides with rather large MFD of \(D_{WG, TriPleX} = 10 \mu m\), we use a loop-back waveguide with 250 \(\mu m\) spacing between the edge couplers. Incoupling and outcoupling of light with a wavelength of 1550 nm is accomplished through different coupling elements on a common fiber array see Fig. 4(a). The measured loss per coupling is 2.7 dB, which can be considered as a conservative estimate since we assumed lossless on-chip waveguides in this case. As a reference, we also couple light from the 3D-printed coupling element to the facet of an SMF with an MFD of 10.4 \(\mu m\), which leads to a coupling loss of only 1.6 dB and to a measured 1 dB lateral alignment tolerance of \(\pm 2.3 \mu m\), in good agreement with simulations, see Fig. 3(b). We attribute the slightly higher coupling loss in the chip-probing experiment to the significant roughness of the TriPleX chip facet. Still, the measured coupling loss is much smaller than the 5.7 dB that were previously demonstrated for coupling between on-chip Si\(_3\)N\(_4\) waveguides and PLC-based optical probes with polished 45° end faces [7]. In this context, it is important to note that our 3D-printed coupling elements focus light to a point at a working distance \(f = 40 \mu m\) away from the lens apex. The associated focal spot can be moved even beyond the chip edge for the case that the tip of the on-chip waveguide is slightly retracted from sidewall of the deep-etched dicing trench. In contrast to our arrangement, the waist of an optical beam emitted by a PLC-based probe is always within the probe or at its facet, which needs to be brought in close proximity to the waveguide end face, thus bearing the risk of damaging the probe and/or the chip edge.
For coupling experiments with integrated InP waveguides, we use buried-heterostructure DFB lasers (Fraunhofer HHI) emitting at a wavelength of 1590 nm with an MFD of 3 µm measured at the device facet [9]. As a reference, we first measured the power emitted from the DFB laser as a function of the pump current ($P-I$-curve) using an integrating sphere which was brought into close proximity of the laser facet. The $P-I$-curve was again measured through the 3D-printed coupling element after optimizing the position of the probe with respect to the laser facet. As a reference point for the coupling loss, we choose a pump current of 50 mA, for which the laser is specified. Compared to the power measured by the integrating sphere, we estimate a loss of 1.9 dB for the 3D-printed coupling element.

For coupling to SiP circuits at 1550 nm, we rely on test chips fabricated on the standard silicon photonics platform of Interuniversity Microelectronics Centre (IMEC), Belgium, having edge couplers with a measured MFD of 2.5 µm. We explore both coupling to loop-back waveguides with 250 µm, 1250 µm and 1750 µm spacing between the edge couplers, where incoupling and outcoupling of light is accomplished through different coupling elements on a common fiber array, Fig. 4(a), and coupling to through-chip waveguides with a pair of independently movable probes, Fig. 4(b). For each configuration, we perform a series of measurements using different combinations of on-chip waveguides and 3D-printed coupling elements. In each of these measurements, the probe position and orientation is individually optimized to achieve maximum transmission. The losses of 0.17 dB/mm of the on-chip waveguides are extracted from measured reference structures and taken into account when estimating the coupling losses. For through-chip waveguides, we find a coupling loss of $(2.23 \pm 0.14)$ dB per interface, extracted from 18 measurements. For the loop-back waveguides, the measured coupling loss amounts to $(2.43 \pm 0.35)$ dB, extracted from 17 measurements with waveguides of different spacings between the edge couplers. The smallest measured loss per coupling interface is 1.9 dB. Note that the average coupling loss for the loopback structures is only slightly higher than that obtained for the through-chip waveguides. This indicates that inaccuracies of the probe pitch or other fabrication-related variations of the 3D-printed coupling elements do not play a significant role.

We further investigate the impact of probe-pitch inaccuracy, which may become a prominent impairment when probing arrays of regularly spaced SiP waveguides with small mode-field diameters ($D_{WG,SiP} \approx 2.5 \mu m$). To this end, we use an SMF array with eight 3D-printed elements that are simultaneously coupled to four on-chip loop-back waveguides. In a first step, we optimize the position and the orientation of the SMF array by maximizing the transmission through a reference channel comprising the first and the last coupling element along with the outermost
loopback structure, see Fig. 4(a) for an illustration of an array-probing experiment with only four coupling elements. We then translate the SMF array in the x- and the z-direction, i.e., transverse to the optical axis of the on-chip waveguide, and record the transmission through all four channels, each comprising an on-chip loopback waveguide along with the associated pair of coupling elements. The position-dependent transmission $\eta_{LB}$ of each of the four loopback channels is fitted by a Gaussian with variable position, peak coupling efficiency, and 1/e²-width. We then extract the $(x, z)$-position of the maximum of each of these Gaussians, corresponding to the optimum probe position for the respective channel. We find that the optimum z-positions of the probe are very similar for the various channels, with a standard deviation of only $\sigma_{pr,z} \approx 0.08 \mu m$, whereas the optimum x-positions exhibit a stronger variation with a standard deviation of $\sigma_{pr,x} \approx 0.28 \mu m$. This variation of the optimum coupling positions can be translated into a position variation of the associated coupling elements and the associated focal spots produced on the waveguide facet. In general, both the coupling element at the input and at the output facet will be subject to position inaccuracy, which can be expressed by transverse offsets $\Delta x_i$, $\Delta z_i$ at the input and $\Delta x_o$, $\Delta z_o$ at the output coupling element. Optimum transmission through the channel as a whole is achieved for an ‘intermediate’ transverse offset of the fiber probe, for which the coupling elements at the input and the output facet have an offset with respect to the optimum position. The optimum transverse offset of the probe is hence given by the average of the transverse offsets of the two coupling elements, $\Delta x_{pr} \approx (\Delta x_i + \Delta x_o)/2$ and $\Delta z_{pr} \approx (\Delta z_i + \Delta z_o)/2$. Assuming identical Gaussian distributions for $\Delta x_i$ and $\Delta x_o$ with variances $\Delta x^2_i = \Delta x^2_o = \sigma_{ce,x}^2$, where the overbar denotes an expectation value, we can express the variance of the probe position $\Delta x_{pr}$ in the horizontal direction by $\Delta x^2_{pr} = \sigma_{pr,x}^2 = \sigma_{ce,x}^2/2$. Similarly, the variance of the probe position $\Delta z_{pr}$ in the vertical direction is given by $\Delta z^2_{pr} = \sigma_{pr,z}^2 = \sigma_{ce,z}^2/2$. From the measured standard deviations $\sigma_{pr,x} \approx 0.28 \mu m$ and $\sigma_{pr,z} \approx 0.08 \mu m$ of the optimum probe position, we may hence estimate the variances of the focal spot position of the coupling elements to be $\sigma_{ce,x} \approx 0.40 \mu m$ and $\sigma_{ce,z} \approx 0.11 \mu m$. This is in line with the expectation that the laser lithography is fairly accurate, leading to a small offset of the focal spot along $z$, whereas the positioning accuracy of the coupling elements along $x$ is limited by the inaccurate pitch of the fiber array, for which a typical variation of $\pm 0.3 \mu m$ is specified by the manufacturer [19].

Based on these findings we may now estimate the excess coupling loss associated with the pitch inaccuracy of the underlying fiber probe. To this end, we first consider the simulated dependence of the efficiency $\eta$ of a single coupling interface on the transverse misalignment in Fig. 3(a), and we describe this relationship by a Gaussian. Exploiting the fact that a transverse misalignment $\Delta x$ and $\Delta z$ of the focal spot of a coupling element with respect to the axis of the on-chip waveguide leads to a radial offset $r = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta z^2}$ and taking into account that coupling of two identical Gaussian mode fields with identical variances $(D_{WG,SiP}/2)^2$ leads to a position-dependence of the coupling efficiency with variance $\sigma_{\eta}^2 = 2(D_{WG,SiP}/2)^2 = D_{WG,SiP}^2/2$, this Gaussian can be written as

$$\eta(\Delta x, \Delta z) = \eta_{m} \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta x^2 + \Delta z^2}{2\sigma_{\eta}^2} \right),$$

where $\sigma_{\eta} = 1.77 \mu m$ is obtained for $D_{WG,SiP} = 2.5 \mu m$. This relation may be translated into a dB-value for the coupling loss,

$$\eta_{DB}(\Delta x, \Delta z) = 10\log_{10} \left( \frac{\eta_{m}}{\eta(\Delta x, \Delta z)} \right) \approx 4.34 \times \frac{\Delta x^2 + \Delta z^2}{2\sigma_{\eta}^2}.$$

To quantify the excess loss $\eta_{DB}$, we next estimate the transverse misalignment $\Delta x$ and $\Delta z$ of the focal spot of a coupling element with respect to the facet of the corresponding on-chip waveguide in the array-probing scenario. To this end, we first need to account for the fact that the fiber probe is initially aligned based on an inaccurately positioned pair of coupling elements for the
reference channel. In this alignment step, the optimum coupling efficiency is again reached when the probe is adjusted to an ‘intermediate’ position given by \( \Delta x_{pr} \) and \( \Delta z_{ce} \), for which the two coupling elements at the input and the output facet have the same offset with respect to the optimum position. For given variances \( \Delta x_{ce}^2 = \sigma_{ce,x}^2 \) and \( \Delta z_{ce}^2 = \sigma_{ce,z}^2 \) of the focal-spot positions of the coupling elements in the reference channel, the variance of the probe position is again given by \( \Delta x_{pr}^2 = \sigma_{pr,x}^2 = \sigma_{ce,x}^2/2 \) and \( \Delta z_{pr}^2 = \sigma_{pr,z}^2 = \sigma_{ce,z}^2/2 \). Besides the incorrectly positioned probes, the efficiency of a certain coupling interface of interest is impaired by the transverse offsets \( \Delta x_{ce} \) and \( \Delta z_{ce} \) of the associated coupling elements. The total transverse offsets of the focal spot with respect to the optical axis of the on-chip waveguide hence amount to \( \Delta x = \Delta x_{ce} + \Delta x_{pr} \) and \( \Delta z = \Delta z_{ce} + \Delta z_{pr} \). Assuming that all positioning inaccuracies are statistically independent, the variances of the associated errors may be added, \( \Delta x^2 \approx \Delta x_{ce}^2 + \Delta x_{pr}^2 = 3\sigma_{ce,x}^2/2 \) and \( \Delta z^2 \approx \Delta z_{ce}^2 + \Delta z_{pr}^2 = 3\sigma_{ce,z}^2/2 \). With Eq. (4), the expectation value of the excess loss induced by position inaccuracy of the various coupling elements can thus be written as

\[
\eta_{\text{dB}} \approx 4.34 \times \frac{3(\sigma_{ce,x}^2 + \sigma_{ce,z}^2)}{4\sigma_\eta^2}.
\] (5)

Inserting the values \( \sigma_{ce,x} \approx 0.40 \mu m \), \( \sigma_{ce,z} \approx 0.11 \mu m \), and \( \sigma_\eta = 1.76 \mu m \), we find that the additional loss due to alignment inaccuracy of the 3D-printed coupling elements is approximately 0.18 dB. Note that this analysis is based on a rather small statistical base of only eight coupling elements and four transmission channels that were investigated in our experiment. Still, it may give an approximate quantitative indication of the effects of pitch inaccuracy of the 3D-printed coupling elements, based on which we believe that the inaccuracies of fiber pitch are not a fundamental limitation, even for probing of SiP waveguide arrays with small cross sections.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned coupling loss of 1.9 dB measured for SiP waveguides deviates clearly from the simulated loss of 0.50 dB. The excess loss found in the experiment can be attributed to several effects. First, all our measurements rely on manual optimization of the position and the orientation of the probe in six degrees of freedom. Each of these optimizations required several iterations, since the Pivot point of the positioning stage did not coincide with the focal spot of the coupling element. We expect that fully automated active alignment procedures with proper Pivot-point calibration might further reduce the coupling losses and improve the reproducibility, especially for coupling to waveguide arrays as demonstrated for the SiP loop-back waveguides. Second, our simulations and optimizations of the optical coupling elements rely on the assumption of an ideal Gaussian beam, which does only approximately reflect the true beam shape. In addition, this simulation does not account for the reflection of 4% at the lens-air interface. Third, surface roughness due to discrete printing layers lead to scattering loss, both at the TIR mirror and at the lens surface. Moreover, additional losses can be caused by imperfections of the fabrication process: Laser power fluctuations may lead to a deviation of the refractive index or of the position of the lens surface from its target value, and unwanted shrinkage may further impair the geometry of the structure. Both effects influence the shape of the emitted beam and thereby the measured coupling efficiency. Hence, while our proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate the versatility and performance of 3D-printed coupling elements for wafer-level probing, we expect that further improvements of the coupling efficiency can be achieved by optimized design, fabrication and positioning of the coupling elements. Note that, due to the strong curvature of the lens surface, the Fresnel reflection due to the refractive-index difference does not necessarily lead to excessive unwanted back-reflection of light into the probed waveguide – even in absence of an AR coating. Properly designed 3D-printed coupling elements may hence also be suitable for probing of devices that are sensitive to spurious back reflection such as semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA).
5. Summary

We have introduced and experimentally demonstrated a novel approach for optical wafer-level probing of edge-coupled photonic integrated circuits (PIC). The concept relies on compact 3D-printed coupling elements, which can be inserted into standard dicing trenches etched into the wafer surface. Exploiting the design freedom and the precision of two-photon laser lithography, the coupling elements can be adapted to a wide variety of mode-field sizes. In our experiments, we demonstrate losses down to 2.7 dB, 1.9 dB, and 1.9 dB when coupling to silicon-nitride (TriPleX, $D_{WG,TriPleX} = 10 \mu m$) on-chip waveguides, InP-based active optical components (InP, $D_{WG,InP} = 3 \mu m$) and silicon photonic (SiP, $D_{WG,SiP} = 2.5 \mu m$) on-chip waveguides, respectively. The technique is well suited for parallel probing of multiple optical ports through arrays of single-mode fibers, each of which is equipped with a dedicated coupling element. We believe that 3D-printed optical probes have the potential to revolutionize wafer-level testing of advanced photonic integrated circuits.
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